FOR STURGES FROM OGLE INFO HERTFORD CITE JIG DASH ONE TWO SEVEN SIX
EIGHT PD REURTZ NR SUGAR FOUR ZERO CMA NINE JUL CMA EXPERIENCE ON PAST
SHOTS INDICATES PROBABLE MAXIMUM RANGE OVER WHICH MIKE SHOT CAN BE
HEARD OF THE ORDER OF FIVE HUNDRED MILES PD HOWEVER CMA ATMOSPHERIC
PECULIARITIES COULD EXTEND THAT RANGE PD KRAKATOA WAS HEARD AT THREE
THOUSAND MILES PD SLOWER ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES SEEERE DISTURBANCES
THAN SONIC MAY BE PROPAGATED TO ANY PLACE ON EARTH PD SUCH DISTURBANCES
ARE USUALLY TOO SLOW TO EVEN SHAKE WINDOWS PD PARA LONG RANGE DETECTION
EXPERIENCE INDICATES APPROXIMATELY SIX HUNDRED MILES AS MEEESEE AS
MAXIMUM RANGE AT WHICH LIGHT FROM MEEESEE FROM MIKE SHOT WILL BE
OBSERVABLE PD